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In this issue of *Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness*, Coghlan et al from the International Rescue Committee (IRC) report on their latest health and mortality outcomes assessment from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the fifth national assessment by the IRC. This nationwide report is important for a number of reasons, chief among them the profiling of loss of life among this neglected population. It also raises important considerations for the conduct of health and mortality surveys in any unstable setting, given that it addresses the need for good-quality evidence to inform political decision making rather than allowing political decision making to inform or dictate evidence.

**INDIRECT DEATHS**

In the time period that IRC conducted this study, January 2006 to April 2007, DRC was comparatively peaceful, without an active conflict. Despite the absence of conflict, IRC demonstrated that mortality rates were well above the expected mortality rates for DRC before its major conflicts, as estimated by the United Nations Children's Fund in 1998 (crude mortality rate [CMR] of 1.3/1000/month). In fact, only 0.4% of all reported deaths were attributed to violence (0.6% in the recently violent eastern region). They report that, compared with their 2004 assessment's findings, violent deaths now appear to be isolated events and not indicative of health conditions. If violent deaths are the prime concern among decision makers, as some have asserted, then one would expect to see a profound decrease in mortality with the absence of violence. This has not been the case according to the IRC assessment.

The majority of deaths in any conflict is indirect deaths, secondary to the violence, related to the breakdown in public health infrastructure, social services, and access to trained health personnel. In settings such as DRC, this is exacerbated by large population movements and displacements, and the inability of the government to rebuild infrastructure during times of peace because of a weakened economy and failed overseas development support. Although DRC was largely peaceful during the time of the IRC assessment, local concerns over violence from groups such as the Mai Mai and subsequent fighting between DRC troops and National Congress for the Defence of the People, among others, prevent populations from returning to their villages and investing in infrastructure.

Children's health in these settings can be a strong surrogate marker of the strength of health infrastructure. In this study, 47.2% of all deaths were in children younger than 5 years, although they were only 19.4% of the sample population. Preventable deaths such as diarrhea, malaria/fevers, and measles may be indicative of public health infrastructure given that investments in preventive strategies such as bed nets, vaccinations, clean water, and sanitation have large benefits with low cost, but require manpower to request and distribute the services.

**THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM OF STUDYING MORTALITY**

Now that there is a well-conducted study demonstrating inflated rates of death in the DRC, it is hoped that international efforts will focus on improving health infrastructure and prolonging peace. It is naïve, however, to think that simply publishing a study will attract the attention of international decision makers or convince them to bring about efforts to reduce deaths. Highly influential medical and public health journals are replete with field research accounts that, once published, languish unnoticed without the opportunity to sway or guide policy or politics. Admittedly, other powerful variables are at play in the international security and health arena. Occasionally an opportunity presents itself, however, and arguably the previous surveys by IRC were indeed partially responsible for attracting the attention of the United Nations Security Council and implementing Mission de l'Organisation des Nations Unies (MONUC) peace forces in the region, in 2000. Despite controversy, mortality studies that have brought both media scrutiny and political angst force the hand of open debate and dialog.

The Security Council is believed to be the international body charged with the task of restoring and maintaining international peace and security. It is, however, a political body. At the same time, the DRC's elected government was also submitting requests for Security Council action on their state hostilities. This was initially met with “statements of concern” and resolutions issued to foreign states with forces inside DRC, with no enforcement for nonadherence. Despite overwhelming evidence of mass death in the country, MONUC would take at least another year before deploy-
ment. At the beginning of 2004, with 10,800 peacekeepers and after 5.5 years of conflict, the death toll stood at more than 3.9 million people. Despite active intervention and even Security Council “peace enforcement” military support, this has not resulted in improved health outcomes for the population of DRC. So, given the political nature of international decision making, what role should epidemiological studies play in preventing death?

THE CONTROVERSY OF COUNTING

To further complicate the role of epidemiology in complex emergencies and unstable settings, there is emerging dissonance among the health community on how to measure mortality. The recent Iraq war mortality estimates controversy demonstrated that many academics, epidemiologists, and nonepidemiologists believed that they had a contribution to make to the debate on mortality, regardless of whether they had conducted studies previously or even visited Iraq. Disagreements about the magnitude of civilian deaths in Iraq permitted military forces involved with the war to dismiss the mortality estimates and choose lower estimates of absolute death that were supported by poorly designed studies. The same controversy is now emerging on DRC.

There is an obvious need for epidemiologists to agree upon methods that are applicable in this field of study and train individuals to improve and refine the methods. Although estimates from well-conducted studies may appear unambiguous to an epidemiologist, critics may exploit the public’s unfamiliarity with epidemiological principles such as sampling frames, sample size, and precision (confidence intervals). In fighting within the field of mortality measurement risks this field being dismissed as noncredible and allows others that prefer strategies of counting mortality only attributable to violence or estimating mortality through mathematical modeling to receive the same, or more, levels of credibility for their estimates, even though mortality can be measured through more rigorous methods, such as surveillance and population-based surveys. We are not suggesting that population-based surveys provide perfect estimates of mortality, rather that they are a minimum threshold of quality for assessing mortality in difficult settings. There are emerging resources for investigators learning to design population-based studies.

SO WHY COUNT THE DEAD?

This leaves us with the uncomfortable question of why do we do studies assessing mortality in difficult settings? If they do not translate to obvious benefits for the population or they risk being dismissed over differing ideologies, do we continue to conduct these studies simply for the historical record or our personal benefit? We may be blindly optimistic, but we recognize that each death is a travesty to the individual and their family and that, at the very least, they deserve to be counted. As this issue’s IRC study demonstrates, now that the fighting is diminishing in DRC, health needs remain. Unfortunately, indirect death may continue to smolder and rise as long the protective public health infrastructure and systems to deliver these essentials remain elusive. Although military support may have been inadequate to prevent death, we have clear evidence of what works in preventing major public health catastrophes through mass vaccination, bed nets, nutrition, water, and sanitation. Investment in evidence-driven health interventions can rapidly reduce disease-attributable mortality in this setting. It is now a question of whether health professionals and funding agencies will step up to the challenge that military organizations have not embraced.
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